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ABOUT TNNLU:
TNNLU is located in Srirangam Taluk of the Tiruchirappalli Corporation, formerly
known as Trichinopoly. The Government of Tamil Nadu established this institution of
learning by an Act of State Legislature (Act No. 9 of 2012) to provide quality legal
education. TNNLU commenced functioning from the academic year 2013-2014. TNNLU
offers two five years integrated under Graduate Programmes, B.A. LLB. (Hons.) & B.Com.
LL.B. (Hons.) and three one-year LL.M. Programmes:- Corporate and Securities Laws,
Intellectual Property Laws and Natural Resources Laws. The University Grants
Commission (UGC) has recognized and approved TNNLU under Section 2(f) and under
Section 12 B of the UGC Act, 1956. TNNLU has received recognition from the Bar Council
of India (BCI) for the programmes it offers.
TNNLU aims to develop among the students and faculty a sense of responsibility to the
society through an interdisciplinary approach to the study of law. TNNLU is a fully
residential University with separate hostels for men and women. TNNLU library has an
updated Web OPAC system, Remote Access facility, and air-conditioned discussion
rooms. TNNLU is a member of Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute, Institute of Company
Secretaries of India, Association of Commonwealth Universities, Asian Law Institute and
Indian Academy of Social Sciences (permanent member). TNNLU is also an empanelled
institution with the Competition Commission of India.
Mission of TNNLU
To impart quality legal education nurtured within a robust culture of interdisciplinary research
and teaching in an equitable, respectful and supportive environment producing legal
practitioners and scholars who will be committed to justice, social transformation and national
development.

Vision of TNNLU
To achieve global recognition as an institution of eminence and excellence in all spheres
of legal education, rooted in an interdisciplinary approach to the study of law, such that
the graduates of TNNLU will be independent, critical thinkers and socially responsible
human beings.

Legal History Museum:

The Legal History Museum was established in the year 2019, it is currently situated in the
Museum Halls on the first floor of the library building of TNNLU. The Museum aims to preserve and
bring awareness about importance of South Indian legal history/heritage in particular, along with
the national and global legal history/heritage in general, to the visitors . The museum showcases
the development of law through the passage of time.
It aims to educate its visitors through practical experience by engaging them in interactive hands on
activities through some of the objects in its collection, since museums are considered to be informal
institutes of learning. It shall strive to impact and improve the knowledge of legal history through the
cognitive (increase IQ level) effective (Increase EQ level) and motor skills (improve Physical skills) of
the members of the society who will pass through its halls.
Another major aim of TNNLU Legal History Museum is to inspire the younger generation of the
country to contribute towards the development of the legal field not only in India but also globally.
Therefore, the main target audience of the Legal History Museum at TNNLU shall be school and
college students and people working in the legal field, in particular, and other members of the
society in general because legal history/law is not only for legal experts as just a subject to study. It is
universally applicable to all members of the society and the Legal History Museum at TNNLU
believes that all of us as universal citizens should learn from it for the betterment of humanity.
The museum currently has 32 objects in its collection (since the museum is in its infancy stage). The
main collection of the museum include the posters/panels on the judicial systems in the ancient
and early medieval periods of Tamil Nadu. Display of photographs of epigraphs dealing with law and
legal systems of various kings/dynasties of South India of the periods mentioned. The copper relief
works of Manu Needhi Cholan and Kudavolai describe the ancient judicial and rural voting system in
Tamil Nadu. Neer Thoombu oil painting that describes the ancient water management system of
Tamil Nadu are among other important attractions in the museum collection
The murals of Silapathikaram and the Rock Fort, on the walls of the foyer of the library, depict the
cultural and historical development of Trichy as a city in particular and Tamil Nadu in general.
The museum is currently administered by Mr. Varun Arora, Curator.

About the Legal Centre for History of
South India
:
The Centre is the brainchild of the Vice-Chancellor, Prof. (Dr.) V.S. Elizabeth

who is a Professor of History and has teaching experience of nearly 40 years. In the
year 2020, the Government of Tamil Nadu sanctioned an initial grant to set up a
Legal Centre for History of South India at TNNLU and the Centre was established in
the same year. The Centre is located in the capital of the Cholas in the Sangam
period, i.e., in the 3rd Century B.C. It passed through the hands of the Pallavas, the
imperial Cholas, the Pandyas, the Delhi Sultanate, and the rulers of Vijayanagara.
Tiruchirappalli was also a battlefield in the Carnatic Wars of the 18th century during
the administration of the East India Company.
Legal Centre for History of South India, TNNLU, Tiruchirappalli is the first of its kind
among the National Law Universities, set up exclusively for collecting data on the
legal history of South India in general, and specifically of the Legal History of Tamil
Nadu. The Centre’s mission is to carry out in-depth research, initiate discussion, and
discourse upon several areas of legal heritage and to understand their relevance to
today’s legal system, as well as to provide training in the teaching of legal history
and a platform for the exchange of information.
Objectives
The main objective of the Centre is to undertake research in the field of the legal history of
South India.
To conduct conferences, seminars and workshops to promote teaching and learning in legal
history.

To attract and encourage students of law to take up research in the field of
the legal history of South India.

About the event:
The International Day for Monuments and Sites or World
Heritage Day was proposed by the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) on 18 April 1982 and
approved by the General Assembly of UNESCO in 1983. The
aim was to promote awareness about the diversity of cultural
heritage of humanity, their vulnerability and the efforts
required for their protection and conservation. Since then it is
celebrated every year all around the world. Around 90% of the
museums, monuments and heritage sites were forced to close
down during the pandemic in 2020 around the world. Some of
them are yet to reopen, resulting in damage to them as no one
was able to look after them physically. Therefore to
reemphasize the importance of the rich cultural diversity of
Indian heritage among the citizens especially among the youth
of the country on the occasion of the World Heritage Day, 18
April 2022, as part of the Suthanthira Thirunaal Amudha
Peruvizha (STAP) program to commemorate and celebrate the
75 years of India’s independence, The Legal History Museum
along with The Legal Center for History of South India at
Tamil Nadu National Law University propose to organize a 1
day seminar on “Laws and Preservation of Heritage in India:
Perceptions and Challenges” for the students and faculty
members of the university. Other participants of the seminar
would include heritage professionals and students studying
heritage as part of their course in other universities

There are already 40 world heritage sites in India (both
natural and cultural) recognized by the UNESCO and many
other historical and cultural sites of importance in the
country. Most people of the country are still unaware of the
value of the social, economic and cultural importance of
them. Instead of being proud of our glorious past some of us
intentionally try to damage the sites and monuments by
vandalizing them just for the sake of fun. Which is very
disheartening to see.
There are various types of heritage laws enacted and
enforced in India during the British rule and, since
independence passed by the Indian Parliament in order to
safeguard heritage property of the country and for ensuring
their proper management in the society, which all the
citizens of the country should be made aware of. There are
also international organizations that work towards achieving
the same goal around the world such as UNESCO.
In the seminar external experts from the field of heritage
laws will be invited to present papers for discussion by the
students and faculty members of the university.
ᴀɪᴍ & ᴏʙᴊᴇᴄᴛɪᴠᴇ ᴏғ ᴛʜᴇ sᴇᴍɪɴᴀʀ:
To bring awareness about various types of heritage laws
among the participants of the seminar.
To highlight the role played by heritage laws in the 21st
Century in India and around the world in safeguarding
historical, cultural, natural sites, monuments, museums for
the participants of the seminar.
To make the participants understand how the management
of historical, cultural, natural sites, monuments, museums is
done through various laws in India as well as around the
world.
To open a new area of study and research for the faculty and
student members of TNNLU by learning from experts in the
field of heritage laws. As none of the NLUs teach heritages
laws in India.

Laws &
Conventions

To be highlighted in the seminar:

The Indian Treasure Trove Act (ITTA), 1878
The Ancient Monuments Preservation Act (AMPA), 1904
The Ancient Monuments & Archaeological Sites & Remains
Act (AMASRA), 1958
The Antiquities And Art Treasures Act (AATA) 1972
Convention For The Protection Of Cultural Properties In The
Event Of Armed Conflict And Its Two Protocols (UNESCO
1954)
Convention On The Means Of Prohibiting And Preventing
The Illicit Import, Export And Transfer Of Ownership Of
Cultural Property (UNESCO 1970)
Convention On The Protection Of The World Cultural And
Natural Heritage (UNESCO 1972)
Convention On The Protection Of The Underwater Cultural
Heritage (UNESCO 2001)
Convention For The Safeguarding Of The Intangible Cultural
Heritage (ICH) (UNESCO 2003)
Convention On The Protection And Promotion Of The
Diversity Of Cultural Expressions (UNESCO 2005)

Details of the event:
Day of the seminar – 18 April 2022
Duration of the seminar – 1 day
Mode of the seminar – Online
Time – 10 AM to 6.30 PM
Registration fee for participants – 500
INR

for

other

academic

heritage

professionals

professionals

and

and
300

INR for students

Registration:

Register here

Account Name : TNNLU - Conference,
Seminar and Workshops"
Account No.
: 30030110042083
IFSC Code
: UCBA0003003
Bank Name : UCO Bank
Branch Name : TNNLS
UPI ID: tnnluconference@ucobank

QR code

PATRON
Prof. (Dr.) V.S. Elizabeth, Vice-Chancellor, TNNLU.
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Faculty Co-ordinators
Dr. P. Kumar, Assistant Professor (History), TNNLU.
Varun Arora, Museum Curator, Legal History Museum,
TNNLU
V. Ravindran, Research Assistant, Legal Centre for History
of South India, TNNLU.
Contact
For any further information/ clarification, please contact:
Mr. Varun Arora
Museum Curator,
Legal History Museum, TNNLU
varora@tnnlu.ac.in
8652738649
Mr. V. Ravindran
Research Assistant,
Legal Centre for History of South India , TNNLU
E-mail: ravindranv@tnnlu.ac.in
Phone: 9442790378
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